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Mechanisms Controlling Mitochondrial
Biogenesis and Respiration
through the Thermogenic Coactivator PGC-1

More recently, there has been a great deal of interest
in adaptive thermogenesis as a physiological defense
against obesity (Hamann et al., 1996). Numerous experi-
ments, including tissue ablation studies in transgenic
mice, clearly show that brown fat–mediated adaptive
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1986), while UCP-3 is expressed in brown fat and skele-Summary
tal muscle (Boss et al., 1997; Vidal-Puig et al., 1997).
UCP-2 is found in most tissues (Fleury et al., 1997; Gi-Mitochondrial number and function are altered in re-
meno et al., 1997). The thermogenic role of UCP-1 hassponse to external stimuli in eukaryotes. While several
been definitively shown by many gain- and loss-of-func-transcription/replication factors directly regulate mi-
tion experiments (Lowell et al., 1993; Kopecky et al.,tochondrial genes, the coordination of these factors
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into a program responsive to the environment is not
UCPs, identified and cloned through their sequence ho-

understood. We show here that PGC-1, a cold-induc- mology with UCP1, are less clear. Both UCP-2 and
ible coactivator of nuclear receptors, stimulates mito- UCP-3 have been shown to uncouple respiration when
chondrial biogenesis and respiration in muscle cells expressed ectopically in yeast (Fleury et al., 1997) and
through an induction of uncoupling protein 2 (UCP-2) mammalian cells (Boss et al., 1998). However, their re-
and through regulation of the nuclear respiratory fac- spective roles in thermogenesis and energy balance of
tors (NRFs). PGC-1 stimulates a powerful induction of intact animals remain to be determined.
NRF-1 and NRF-2 gene expression; in addition, PGC-1 Adaptive thermogenesis is a much more complex pro-
binds to and coactivates the transcriptional function of cess than simply the activation of mitochondrial uncou-
NRF-1 on the promoter for mitochondrial transcription pling. Other major components are an increase in the
factor A (mtTFA), a direct regulator of mitochondrial number of mitochondria and in the activity of the elec-
DNA replication/transcription. These data elucidate a tron transport system in those mitochondria (Nicholls
pathway that directly links external physiological stim- et al., 1986). The reason for this multilayered program
uli to the regulation of mitochondrial biogenesis and presumably lies in the need to increase the overall rate
function. of fuel oxidation, allowing for the preservation of normal

cellular ATP/ADP ratios while “wasting” a significant
fraction of metabolic energy in the form of heat.

Introduction We recently identified a coactivator of nuclear recep-
tors, termed PGC-1, which can activate many aspects

Adaptive thermogenesis is the physiological process of the adaptive thermogenic program. PGC-1, a nuclear
whereby energy is dissipated in the form of heat in re- protein of 90 kDa, has no overall sequence similarity to
sponse to external stimuli. The stimuli that have been any known molecules but contains SR domains and
studied most extensively are exposure to cold and in- an RNA-binding motif characteristic of certain splicing
gestion of high-calorie diets (Rothwell and Stock, 1979). factors (Puigserver et al., 1998). PGC-1 mRNA is greatly

induced in muscle and brown fat upon exposure of mice
to cold (48C), probably due to the activation of the sym-# To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: bruce_

spiegelman@dfci.harvard.edu). pathetic nervous system and responding stimulation of
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Figure 1. Stimulation of Oxygen Consump-
tion by PGC-1

(A) Model illustrating the two predominant
modes of respiration in mitochondria: oxida-
tive phosphorylation and uncoupling. Contin-
ued oxygen consumption by mitochondria re-
quires that protons reenter the mitochondrial
matrix. This can occur via ATP synthase, if
ADP is available, or proton leak, such as that
mediated by UCPs. These two pathways can
be distinguished using either oligomycin, an
inhibitor for F1/F0 ATP synthetase, or FCCP,
a chemical uncoupler.
(B) PGC-1 increases both oxidative phosphory-
lation-linked and uncoupling-linked respira-
tion in differentiated myotubes. C2C12 cells
infected with virus containing an empty vec-
tor or an expression vector for PGC-1 were
differentiated into myotubes. At day 5 post-
confluence, the cells were gently detached
from the dishes and transferred to a chamber
for measurements of oxygen consumption.
The concentration of FCCP and oligomycin
were 2 mM and 2.5 mg/ml, respectively. Each
measurement was performed in triplicate and
normalized to the protein content of the cells.

b-adrenergic receptors (Puigserver et al., 1998). PGC-1 Results
expression is also reduced upon fasting and induced
on refeeding, matching alterations in energy expenditure Ectopic Expression of PGC-1 in Myotubes

Increases Oxygen Consumption(unpublished data). When coexpressed with PPARg or
the thyroid hormone receptor, PGC-1 greatly increases To investigate the role of PGC-1 in regulating adaptive

thermogenesis in muscle, we have utilized retroviral vec-their transcriptional activity. When ectopically expressed
in cultured white fat cells, PGC-1 causes an increase in tors to introduce this protein into C2C12 muscle. Be-

cause it is very difficult to measure changes in tempera-mRNA for UCP-1, and several genes of the oxidative
phosphorylation pathway, including cytochrome c oxi- ture in cultured cells, a more commonly used method is

to determine the consumption of oxygen. As illustrateddase (COX) subunits II and IV, and ATP synthetase. It
also stimulates a doubling of mitochondrial DNA content diagrammatically in Figure 1A, both oxidative phosphor-

ylation and uncoupling of mitochondria are linked to(Puigserver et al., 1998).
Two of the major questions to emerge from this work respiration; the former generates ATP, while the latter

yields heat. As shown in Figure 1B, the basal oxygenare (1) whether and how PGC-1 can affect a thermogenic
program in muscle, where no UCP-1 is expressed; and consumption of the PGC-1-expressing myotubes (nor-

malized per unit protein) is about 77% higher than that(2) how can PGC-1, a protein localized to the nucleus,
affect mitochondrial DNA replication and transcription. in the control cells. As shown in Figure 1A, FCCP is a

chemical uncoupler that can completely uncouple mito-While certain regulators of mitochondrial transcription
and replication have been discovered (NRF-1, NRF-2, chondria and maximize their respiratory capacity; this

renders any action of uncoupling proteins irrelevant. Theand mtTFA) (Evans and Scarpulla, 1990; Clayton, 1992;
Shadel and Clayton, 1993; Virbasius et al., 1993b), up- FCCP-stimulated oxygen consumption therefore re-

flects the number and electron transport activity of mito-stream factors that coordinate these to generate com-
plete, functioning mitochondria are virtually unknown. chondria. Figure 1B shows that the FCCP-stimulated

oxygen consumption is increased 1.9-fold in the PGC-1In addition, how this entire program can be linked to
environmental stimuli is not well understood. In this re- cells, compared to controls, indicating that these cells

have a higher content and/or electron transport activityport, we investigate how PGC-1 can interact with certain
mitochondrial regulatory factors to control biogenesis of mitochondria. Oligomycin, an inhibitor of F1/F0 ATP

synthetase, blocks all oxidative phosphorylation-linkedof this organelle.
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were also examined. The mRNAs for these three genes
are all increased 2- to 3-fold in the cells expressing
PGC-1 compared to control cells. Thyroid hormone (T3)
and cyclic AMP (cAMP) can be important regulators
of thermogenesis in vivo. These PGC-1-mediated gene
expression events do not appear to be sensitive to either
T3 or 8-bromo-cyclic AMP (A). The expression of myo-
genin, a regulator of muscle differentiation, is not af-
fected by PGC-1, indicating quantitatively that the differ-
entiation of both cell lines is comparable. In addition to
the data shown above for myotubes (Figure 2A), a nearly
identical pattern of gene activation by PGC-1 was ob-
served in C2C12 myoblasts (data not shown). We also
examined the expression of COXIV and CytC at the pro-
tein level by Western blotting. As shown in Figure 2B,
both are elevated while myogenin protein remains unaf-
fected.

PGC-1 Activates Expression of Uncoupling
Proteins in a Cell Type–Selective Manner
The oxygen consumption data shown in Figure 1 indi-
cate that respiration in myotubes expressing PGC-1 is
more uncoupled than in controls, suggesting the induc-
tion of one or more UCPs. We therefore examined the
expression of mRNA for the three known UCPs in myo-

Figure 2. PGC-1 Increases Expression of Genes of the Mitochon- tubes expressing PGC-1 or in control cells, in the pres-drial Respiratory Chain
ence of various stimuli as indicated. Figure 3A shows

(A) RNA analysis of PGC-1-expressing cells. Myoblasts expressing
that irrespective of PGC-1 expression, UCP-1 mRNA isPGC-1 and the control cells were induced to differentiation and
not detected. UCP-3 mRNA is expressed weakly in thesewere then treated with various stimuli, including 100 nM T3 (24 hr)
cells but is not affected by PGC-1. In contrast, UCP-2and 1 mM 8-bromo-cAMP (A) (6 hr). Total RNA was extracted and

subjected to Northern blot analysis. Probes used for hybridization mRNA is expressed in the control cells and is increased
were PGC-1, b-ATP synthetase, COXII and IV, CytC, and myogenin. about 3-fold due to PGC-1; again, this induction is inde-
A cDNA encoding a ribosomal protein, 36B4, was also used as a pendent of the hormone/ligand treatments (T3, 8-bromo-
control for loading equivalence of RNA.

cyclic AMP, and the PPARg ligand troglitazone) used.(B) Protein analysis of PGC-1-expressing cells. Total proteins were
This elevation of UCP-2 expression is consistent with theextracted from the cells at confluence (myoblasts) or day 5 postcon-
increment of uncoupling-linked oxygen consumption influence (myotubes) and were subjected to Western blot analysis.

these cells (3.2-fold; Figure 1B).
Given the very distinct patterns of tissue selectivity

of mitochondrial uncoupling in vivo, it is of great interestrespiration, thus allowing respiration through proton
to know whether this induction of UCP-2 mRNA byleak (uncoupling) only. In the presence of this drug, the
PGC-1 is cell type selective. Figure 3B shows that UCP-2oxygen consumption in the cells expressing PGC-1 is
mRNA is not increased by PGC-1 in 3T3-F442A adipo-3.2-fold higher than the controls, indicating that PGC-1
cytes. However, UCP-1 mRNA is activated by PGC-1 instimulates the uncoupling of mitochondria in these cells.
these cells (Figure 3B and Puigserver et al., 1998). UCP-3These data indicate that PGC-1 has at least two distinct
expression is not detectable in these adipocytes witheffects on mitochondrial function in these cells: an in-
or without PGC-1. These results indicate that PGC-1crease in total respiration capacity, and an increase in
regulates the expression of UCPs, and they suggest thatmitochondrial uncoupling.
it does so in a cell type–selective manner.

PGC-1 Increases the Expression of Genes Involved
in Oxidative Phosphorylation PGC-1 Stimulates Mitochondrial Biogenesis

To investigate more directly whether PGC-1 can stimu-To investigate how PGC-1 modulates mitochondrial
function, we examined the expression of genes involved late mitochondrial proliferation, we first examined the

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) content in the muscle cellsin respiratory chain function, including those encoded
in both the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes. As by Southern blot analysis. As shown in Figure 4A, mtDNA

content is increased approximately 2-fold by PGC-1.shown in Figure 2A, endogenous PGC-1 mRNA is barely
detectable in the myotubes, while the viral PGC-1 tran- To investigate whether mitochondrial biogenesis per se

occurred, we performed transmission electron micros-script is easily observed. The mRNA for the b subunit
of ATP synthetase, encoded in nuclear genome, is in- copy of thin sections prepared from these cells. Figure

4B shows that PGC-1-expressing myoblasts have ancreased 2-fold in the PGC-1 cells over the control. Sev-
eral other components of the respiratory chain, including obvious proliferation of mitochondria when compared

with the control cells. Quantitative morphometry per-the nuclearly encoded cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV
(COX IV), the mitochondrially encoded cytochrome c formed on more than 100 cells of each group indicates

a 57% increase in mitochondrial density (mitochondrialoxidase subunit II (COX II), and cytochrome c (CytC),
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Figure 3. Cell Type–Selective Induction of
UCPs through PGC-1

C2C12 and 3T3-F442A cells expressing
PGC-1 and their controls were induced to dif-
ferentiation as described in Experimental
Procedures. The C2C12 cells were treated
with various stimuli, including 1 mM 8-bromo-
cAMP (A, 6 hr), 100 nM T3 (24 hr), or 10 mM
troglitazone (Tro, 24 hr). 3T3-F442A adipo-
cytes were treated with 100 nM T3 (18 hr)
following with 1 mM 9-cis retinoic acid and 1
mM 8-bromo-cAMP for an additional 6 hr
prior to RNA extraction. Total RNA was ex-
tracted and subjected to Northern blot analy-
sis using 32P-labeled cDNAs encoding PGC-1,
UCP-1, UCP-2, UCP-3, myogenin, and 36B4.

number/cytoplasmic area) in the cells expressing PGC-1 can affect the transcription and replication of the mito-
chondrial genome. Our attention was drawn to two setscompared to controls (Figure 4B). No consistent differ-

ences were observed in the mitochondrial structure be- of previously identified transcriptional factors related to
mitochondrial function: the nuclear respiratory factorstween the two groups, including mitochondrial size or

density of cristae. (NRFs) and mitochondrial transcription factor A (mtTFA).
The family of NRFs, NRF-1 (Virbasius et al., 1993a) and
several NRF-2 isoforms (Virbasius et al., 1993b; GugnejaPGC-1 Modulates Regulators of Mitochondrial

Transcription/Replication et al., 1995), has been shown to activate the transcription
of a large number of genes involved in respiratory chainPGC-1 is localized exclusively to the cell nucleus (Puig-

server et al., 1998); this raises the question of how PGC-1 function (Scarpulla, 1997). Notably, this includes several
genes shown here to be targets of PGC-1 such as b-ATP
synthetase, COX IV, and CytC. NRFs also regulate mtTFA
(Virbasius and Scarpulla, 1994), a nuclearly encoded
factor that translocates to mitochondria where it binds
to the D loop of mitochondrial DNA and activates its
replication and transcription (Clayton, 1992; Shadel and
Clayton, 1993). Targeted disruption of mtTFA in mice
caused severe depletion of mtDNA and abolished mito-
chondrial oxidative phosphorylation/respiration func-
tion (Larsson et al., 1998; Wang et al., 1999). Hence, it
is conceivable that PGC-1 regulates mitochondrial func-
tion, at least in part, through modulating the amounts and/
or function of these two key sets of regulators. To test
this idea, a luciferase gene driven by the mtTFA pro-
moter was cotransfected into BALB 3T3 cells along with
an empty vector or a vector expressing PGC-1. Figure
5A shows that ectopic expression of PGC-1 increases
the activity of the mtTFA promoter about 4-fold. Be-
cause this promoter has been well characterized, we
examined the effects of mutations in the binding sites
for several key transcription factors. The activation of
the mtTFA promoter is completely abolished by mutat-
ing the NRF-1-binding site. In contrast, mutating either
the NRF-2- or the Sp1-binding site reduces the activity to
a much smaller extent. These data suggest that PGC-1
affects either the expression of NRF-1, augments tran-
scriptional activity, or both. To begin to investigate this,
mRNA levels for these mitochondrial regulators were
studied. Figure 5B shows that ectopic expression ofFigure 4. PGC-1 Stimulates Mitochondrial DNA Replication and
PGC-1 in either myoblasts or myotube cells causes aBiogenesis
huge increase in the expression of NRF-1 and NRF-2a(A) Southern blot analysis of mitochondrial and genomic DNA. Total

cellular DNA was isolated from C2C12 cells expressing PGC-1 and mRNA. There is also a significant increase in the expres-
their controls, in both the myoblast and myotube states. Ten micro- sion of the crucial NRF target gene, mtTFA.
grams of DNA was digested with NcoI and subjected to Southern To investigate whether PGC-1 increases the transcrip-
blot analysis using a cDNA for COX II as a probe for mtDNA. The blot tional activity of ectopically expressed NRF-1 through
was then stripped and hybridized to a cDNA for 36B4, a nuclearly

coactivation of this factor, we cotransfected PGC-1 andencoded gene.
NRF-1, along with a luciferase reporter construct con-(B) Transmission electron microscopy of PGC-1 expressing myo-

blasts and control cells. The magnification is 87503. taining a minimal promoter linked to four copies of an
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The transfected cells were lysed and subjected to immu-
noprecipitation and Western blotting using Gal4 and
NRF-1 antibodies, respectively. As shown in Figure 6A,
NRF-1 is only detected in the immunoprecipitates when
PGC-1 is coexpressed, indicating that PGC-1 and NRF-1
stably associate in these cells.

To identify the domains of PGC-1 responsible for this
interaction, two GST-PGC-1 fusion proteins were gener-
ated containing amino acids 1–180 and 1–403, respec-
tively. These fusion proteins were immobilized on
glutathione agarose beads and incubated with in vitro–
translated, 35S-methionine-labeled NRF-1. As shown in
Figure 6B, 35% of the input NRF-1 is bound to amino
acids 1–403 of PGC-1, while almost none is bound to
the GST. Deletion of amino acids 181–403 essentially
eliminates all binding above that seen with the GST
control protein. For comparison and to assure the func-
tionality of these proteins, we also examined the interac-
tion of these two GST-PGC-1 fusions with PPARg. As
shown previously, amino acids 180–403 contain a major
domain of interaction with PPARg; however, consider-
able binding is still observed to amino acids 1–180 of
PGC-1. Thus, these data indicate that PGC-1 interacts
with NRF-1 through amino acids 180–403. This is also
in the region of a major interaction domain with PPARg
(Puigserver et al., 1998).

To identify the domains of NRF-1 that interact with
PGC-1, the PGC-1-GST fusion proteins were used in

Figure 5. PGC-1 Controls Amount and Activity of Transcriptional
combination with reticulocyte translations of variousRegulators of Mitochondrial Genes
portions of NRF-1. Figure 6C shows that truncation of

(A) PGC-1 increases the activity of the mtTFA promoter. BALB/c
the C terminus of NRF-1 at amino acid 380, which de-3T3 cells were transfected with 0.25 mg of CMV/b-gal, 0.5 mg of the
letes the major transactivation domain, does not reduceindicated mtTFA promoter luciferase reporter construct, and 4 mg
the binding of this protein to PGC-1 compared to theof pSV/SPORT or pSV/SPORT-PGC-1. Luciferase activities were

normalized to a cotransfected b-gal control. The data represent full-length NRF-1 (1–503). Deletion of the N terminus
means of three independent experiments, each performed in du- (amino acids 1–107) of NRF-1, which contains important
plicate. serine phosphorylation sites and the nuclear localization
(B) PGC-1 induces mRNA for the NRFs and mtTFA. C2C12 cells

signal (NLS), also does not ablate the interaction be-expressing PGC-1 and the control cells were grown to confluence
tween NRF-1 and PGC-1. In contrast, deletion of amino(day 0) or induced to differentiate for 5 days. Total RNA was ex-
acids 1–142, which contains part of the DNA-bindingtracted and 20 mg of each sample was subjected to Northern blot

analysis. Probes used in hybridization were cDNAs for human domain, completely abolishes this interaction. An inter-
NRF-1, NRF-2a, and mouse mtTFA. The same blot was also hybrid- nal fragment of NRF-1 from amino acids 108–304, con-
ized to cDNA for myogenin and 36B4. taining the entire DNA-binding domain, can bind to
(C) Coactivation of NRF-1 by PGC-1. BALB 3T3 cells were trans- PGC-1 as well as the full-length NRF-1. This data local-
fected with 1 mg of a luciferase reporter gene containing 43 NRF-

ized the region of NRF-1 required for interaction with1-binding site, 0.5 mg of pGS5- NRF-1 expression plasmid, and the
PGC-1 to amino acids 108–143, which overlaps part ofindicated amount of pSV/SPORT-PGC-1. Luciferase activities were
the region required for DNA binding. The major domainsnormalized to a cotransfected b-gal control. The data represent the

means of two independent experiments performed in triplicate. of PGC-1 and NRF-1 are shown schematically in Figure
6D. It is worth noting that PGC-1 has a distinct region
(amino acids 180–403) that is utilized to interact with

NRF-1-binding site. Figure 5C shows that the expression both PPARg and NRF-1, transcription factors that be-
of PGC-1 alone in the 3T3 cells does not activate the long to two completely different families. PGC-1 also
reporter construct significantly. However, coexpression contains a second domain overlapping with the tran-
of PGC-1 and NRF-1 causes a large increase in tran- scriptional activation domain that allows it to interact
scriptional activity, suggesting that PGC-1 can increase with PPARg and perhaps other nuclear receptors.
the activity of a given quantity of NRF-1. Finally, to test the notion that the mitochondrial bio-

genesis mediated by PGC-1 requires the PGC-1/NRF-1
Identification of Domains that Mediate interaction, we have suppressed NRF-1 activity through
PGC-1/NRF-1 Interactions the use of a dominant-negative allele of NRF-1. Since
A possible physical interaction between PGC-1 and NRF-1 functions as a homodimer, we expressed an allele
NRF-1 was investigated first by coexpressing NRF-1 that lacks the transactivation domain and therefore sup-
with a protein containing full-length PGC-1, fused to the presses wild-type NRF-1 activity (U. A. and R. S., unpub-
yeast Gal4 DNA–binding domain used as a tag. COS lished data). C2C12 cells were transiently transfected
cells were transiently transfected with various combina- with a plasmid that coexpresses both green fluores-

cence protein (GFP) and PGC-1, along with either emptytions of the DNA plasmids as indicated in Figure 6A.
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Figure 6. Physical Interaction of PGC-1 with
NRF-1

(A) Interaction between PGC-1 and NRF-1 in
cells. Vectors expressing the GAL4-DBD,
GAL4-DBD-PGC-1, and NRF-1 were trans-
fected in COS cells. Cells were harvested 48
hr after transfection and subjected to immu-
noprecipitation and Western blot analysis.
(B) Mapping of the domain of PGC-1 inter-
acting with NRF-1 in vitro. Portions of PGC-1
fused to GST were bound onto beads and
incubated with in vitro translated [35S]-PPARg

or [35S]-NRF-1. The beads were then washed,
and the bound proteins were eluted and ana-
lyzed by autoradiography after SDS–PAGE.
The retained PPARg and NRF-1 were quanti-
fied using a PhosphoImager, and the results
shown were expressed as percentages of the
inputs.
(C) Mapping of the domain of NRF-1 inter-
acting with PGC-1 in vitro. PGC-1 deletions
fused to GST were bound to beads and incu-
bated with different [35S]-NRF-1 fragments.
The bound proteins were washed, eluted, and
analyzed by autoradiography after SDS–
PAGE.
(D) Schematic representation of key interac-
tion domains on PGC-1 and NRF-1. Note that
there is overlap in the domains of PGC-1 that
interact with NRF-1 and PPARg.

vector or the NRF-1 dominant-negative allele, NRF-1/DN. (Brooks et al., 1980), the levels of various hormones
(Nelson, 1990), alterations in environmental tempera-The expression of GFP allowed us to select the trans-

fected cells using flow cytometry. To quantitate mito- tures (Himms-Hagen, 1990), and by aging, hypoxia, and
various environmental stresses (Wallace, 1999). Thechondrial number, we have utilized a specific dye (Mito-

Tracker Red CMXRos) that yields a fluorescence signal control of mitochondria biogenesis in response to cold,
fasting, and overfeeding is actually part of a broaderproportional to the density of mitochondria. As shown

in Figure 7, expression of PGC-1 caused an increase of program of adaptive thermogenesis that is largely cen-
tered on muscle and brown adipose tissue (BAT). ThisMitoTracker fluorescence signal over the control cells

detected by the FACS analysis, consistent with the stim- program also involves the uncoupling of oxidative phos-
phorylation through expression of one or more UCPs.ulation of mitochondrial biogenesis. Choosing a fluores-

cence intensity of 102 as an arbitrary reference point, The study of the promoters of known mitochondrial
genes has led to the identification of two sets of tran-48% of the vector-transfected cells have a signal below

this threshold (Figure 7A), while only 11% of the PGC-1 scription factors that directly regulate mitochondrial
gene expression. NRF-1 is not related to any knowntransfected cells have a signal below this value (Figure

7B). Cotransfection with the dominant-negative NRF-1 gene families; however, it has homology in the DNA-
binding domain to two developmental regulatory fac-almost completely inhibited this effect of PGC-1 (Figure

7C), restoring 39% of the cells to a value below the 102 tors, sea urchin P3A2 and erect wing (EWG) protein of
Drosophila (Virbasius et al., 1993a). NRF-2 belongs tothreshold. In addition, we measured the mtDNA content

of the same number of these three groups of cells by the ETS family; these factors regulate a large number
of mitochondrial genes encoded in the cell nucleus, in-Southern blot analysis. Consistent with the data in Fig-

ure 7, PGC-1 increased the content of mitochondrial cluding mtTFA (Scarpulla, 1997). mtTFA, a member of
the HMG gene family, is of special interest in that itDNA to 80% over the control, while this increase was

reduced to only 10% over the control when NRF-1/DN translocates into mitochondria and initiates the tran-
scription and replication of the mitochondrial genomewas coexpressed with PGC-1 (data not shown). These

data indicate that the biogenesis of mitochondria stimu- (Shadel and Clayton, 1993). Genetic and biochemical
studies strongly suggest that these factors, acting to-lated by PGC-1 requires the function of NRF-1.
gether, can bring about mitochondrial biogenesis and
increase oxidative phosphorylation (Poyton and McEwen,Discussion
1996). What is much less clear is how these factors can
be coordinated into a program that is tissue selectiveThe ability to alter mitochondrial number and function

is an important adaptive response in all eukaryotes. In (in the case of mammals) and can be responsive to the
demands imposed by the environment.mammals, regulation of mitochondrial number and activity

is affected by the amounts and types of food ingested A model emerging from the data presented here and
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Figure 8. Pathway of Mitochondrial Biogenesis through PGC-1

Cold and high-calorie diet stimulate the sympathetic nervous system
leading to the release of norepinephrine. NE triggers the activation
of the b-adrenergic receptors (AR) resulting in the elevation of intra-
cellular cAMP and inducing the expression of PGC-1. PGC-1 acti-
vates the expression of the subunits of respiratory chain and mtTFA
through the induction of the expression of NRFs and the coactivation
of NRF-1-mediated transcription. mtTFA subsequently translocates
into mitochondrion and directly activates the transcription and repli-

Figure 7. A Dominant-Negative Allele of NRF-1 Blocks the Effect of cation of mtDNA.
PGC-1 on Mitochondrial Biogenesis

C2C12 myoblasts were transfected with an IRSE bicistronic expres- to note that this model, implicating NRF-1 as an impor-
sion vector encoding both PGC-1 and GFP (PGC1-IRSE2-EGFP)

tant target of PGC-1, is based upon both gain-of-func-along with either empty vector (pSG5) (B) or the dominant-negative
tion (Figure 5) and loss-of-function experiments (Fig-NRF-1, pSG5-NRF-1/DN (C). The control cells (A) were transfected
ure 7).with pSG5 and the GFP vector (pIRSE2-EGFP). Cells were stained

with MitoTracker Red CMXRos 60 hr posttransfection. The GFP- The uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation through
positive cells were sorted, and the MitoTracker fluorescence of the UCPs is an important feature of mammals. This pro-
these cells was analyzed by flow cytometry. The mean of the Mito- cess allows for tolerance of cold, resuscitation from
Tracker fluorescence was 115.6 in (A), 219.2 in (B), and 138.0 in (C).

hibernation, and (of more interest to human residents
of the industrial world!) prevention of obesity (Flier and
Lowell, 1997). Our previous work illustrated that PGC-1

in Puigserver et al. (1998) illustrates how PGC-1 can could increase the expression of UCP-1 in cultured
link the external environment directly to mitochondrial brown fat cells (Puigserver et al., 1998). Since thermo-
biogenesis and gene expression (Figure 8). Certain envi- genesis in muscle is believed to be much more quantita-
ronmental states, such as cold temperatures or high- tively important in humans, the molecular mechanisms
calorie diets, are known to increase the activity of the of uncoupling in this tissue are of particular interest. As
sympathetic nervous system, leading to the release of shown in Figure 1, PGC-1 expression in the cultured
norepinephrine. This neurotransmitter triggers activa- muscle cells showed a powerful effect on oxygen con-
tion of the b-adrenergic receptors, resulting in the eleva- sumption, increasing it by 77%. To put this into a physio-
tion of intracellular cAMP and stimulation of adaptive logical context, prolonged exposure of animals at 48C
thermogenesis in skeletal muscle and brown fat (Himms- or direct injection with b-adrenergic receptor agonists
Hagen, 1989). One of the main effectors of this response rarely increases oxygen consumption by more than
appears to be PGC-1. Previous studies demonstrated 100% (Holloway et al., 1991). Hence, PGC-1 can alter
a dramatic induction of PGC-1 by low temperatures in this parameter by as much as it is typically changed,
the muscle and brown fat in mice. In addition, PGC-1 even in extreme experimental settings.
is reduced with fasting and elevated upon refeeding Transcriptional coactivators, including PGC-1, in-
(data not shown). That these environmental responses crease transcription by directly binding to transcription
are ultimately relayed by cAMP was further suggested factors and increasing their activity. The transcription
by the fact that PGC-1 expression could be induced factor(s) utilized by PGC-1 in the regulation of the endog-
in culture brown fat cells by the b-adrenergic agonist enous UCP-2, NRF-1, and NRF-2 genes is not known.
isoproterenol (Puigserver et al., 1998). As shown here, Since UCP-2 is known to be regulated by PPARg and
PGC-1 powerfully induces mRNA for NRF-1 and NRF-2a, PPARg ligands in fat cells (Sears et al., 1996; Camirand
regulators of multiple target genes such as COX IV, et al., 1998), it is possible that PGC-1 is binding to this
b-ATP synthetase, and mtTFA. In addition, PGC-1 binds factor on the UCP-2 promoter in the muscle cells. Be-
to and coactivates NRF-1, increases its transcriptional cause PGC-1 binds to and coactivates PPARg in a li-

gand-independent manner (Puigserver et al., 1998), theactivity on target genes, including mtTFA. It is important
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lack of dependence on troglitazone for the PGC-1-medi- deleterious to the organism. There are two obvious solu-
tions to this dilemma. First, as shown in Figure 4, expres-ated induction would still be consistent with a role for

PPARg. The NRF-1 and NRF-2 promoters have not yet sion of UCPs is cell type selective, and hence, PGC-1
may control mitochondrial number in some tissues with-been well characterized, so whether PGC-1 is coactivat-

ing a nuclear receptor, NRF-1, or some as yet unidenti- out stimulating uncoupling. Another possibility is that
mechanisms may exist, through alternative splicing orfied transcription factor binding to this promoter is un-

clear. protein modification, to “subdivide” the program of gene
expression controlled by PGC-1, allowing for oxidativeA striking and potentially important feature of coacti-

vation by PGC-1 is that it is promoter selective. While phosphorylation but not uncoupling. Further experi-
ments in cardiac and neuronal cells will be required toUCP-2 and UCP-3 are both expressed in the muscle

cells, and both have been reported to be activated by investigate this.
PPARg (Kelly et al., 1998; Shimokawa et al., 1998), only

Experimental ProceduresUCP-2 mRNA is induced by PGC-1 in the muscle cells.
Similarly, our previous work showed that some but not

Cell Culture, Retroviral Infection, and Differentiationall PPARg target genes in fat cells were regulated by
C2C12 cells were purchased from ATCC and cultured in DMEMPGC-1 (Puigserver et al., 1998). It will thus be crucial to
containing 10% cosmic calf serum (CCS, Hyclone). These myoblasts

determine how PGC-1 can discriminate between partic- were infected with retrovirus containing pBabe-puromycin or
ular promoters, even when working through an identical pBabe-PGC-1 using the viral packaging system as described pre-

viously (Puigserver et al., 1998). Following puromycin selection, vi-transcription factor. It may be notable that for both tran-
rally infected cell lines were grown to confluence in DMEM withscription factors where PGC-1-binding domains have
10% CCS. They were then cultured in DMEM containing 2% heat-been mapped (PPARg and NRF-1), this binding occurs in
inactivated bovine calf serum (Hyclone) to induce differentiation intothe identified DNA-binding regions. Hence, the simplest
myotubes. 3T3-F442A stable cell lines were generated and induced

explanation for the promoter selectivity of PGC-1 would to differentiation as described (Puigserver et al., 1998).
be if coactivator docking alters the DNA binding proper-
ties of these transcription factors in a way that allows Protein Binding Assays

The GST-PGC-1 fusion proteins were constructed by cloning thethem to function through a subset or a different set of
cDNA fragments encoding either amino acids 1–180 or 1–403 intoDNA-binding sites.
the EcoRI site of pGEX 5X-3 or the BamHI-XhoI sites of pGEX 5X-2,PGC-1 represents one of the first examples of execu-
respectively. The PPARg expression vector, pSV/SPORT-PPARg,

tion of a particular biological program at the level of the and the NRF-1 deletions were generated as described (Virbasius et
transcriptional coactivator. Prior to this, Roeder’s lab al., 1993a; Tontonoz et al., 1994; Gugneja et al., 1996). These fusion
had shown that OCA-B, a coactivator of Oct factors that proteins were expressed and purified, and in vitro binding reactions

were performed as in Puigserver et al. (1998). In vitro proteins labeledis expressed specifically in B cells, was essential for
with 35S-methionine were prepared using the TNT coupled transcrip-proper B cell development (Luo et al., 1992). Since there
tion-translation system (Promega). Labeled proteins were incubatedare innumerable examples of biological programs regu-
with equal amounts of either the GST protein or with the GST-PGC-1

lated at the level of the transcription factor, it is interest- fusion proteins bound to beads for 1 hr at room temperature. The
ing to speculate why adaptive thermogenesis and mito- beads were washed, and the bound proteins were eluted and ana-
chondrial biogenesis should be controlled through lyzed by autoradiography after SDS–PAGE.
regulated expression of a particular coactivator. The

Transcriptional Activation Assaysanswer could lie in the fact that these programs require
BALB 3T3 cells were transiently transfected using the calcium phos-coordination of transcriptional functions which are
phate method. Forty hours posttransfection, cells were harvested forthemselves complex networks. Adaptive thermogenesis
luciferase and b-gal assays. The human mtTFA luciferase promoter

requires inputs from the b-adrenergic, thyroid hormone, construct was made by inserting a 0.95 kb MluI/BglII fragment,
and PPARg system, expression of various uncoupling which included the 122 bp minimal essential mtTFA promoter, from
proteins in a cell-selective manner, and a whole cascade the previously described mtTFA-RC4/CAT plasmid (Virbasius and

Scarpulla, 1994) into the pGL3 basic vector (Promega). The differentof mitochondrial transcription factors. This process
mutants of the mtTFA-RC4/CAT plasmid were transferred to pGL3must be regulated tightly in both space and time upon
basic in the same manner. The luciferase construct, 4xNRF1/Luc,certain environment cues. Working through a coactiva-
and pSG5/NRF-1 were generated as described (Virbasius et al.,

tor that can interact with multiple transcription factor 1993a; Gugneja et al., 1996).
families, as many coactivators including PGC-1 can
clearly do, would allow coordination of many otherwise Northern and Southern Blot Analysis

Total RNA was isolated from cultured cells by Trizol (GIBCO) extrac-disparate transcriptional regulators into a program of
tion. RNA samples were analyzed by electrophoresis, transferred,whole-body physiology.
and hybridized as previously described (Tontonoz et al., 1994). ForAlthough PGC-1 can clearly coordinate this complex
Southern blots, total DNA (including genomic and mitochondrialprogram of adaptive thermogenesis, it is of considerable
DNA) was isolated from cells and processed as described (Maniatis

future interest to know whether PGC-1 can regulate the et al., 1989).
biogenesis and electron transport systems of mitochon-
dria, without uncoupling oxidative phosphorylation. This Western Blot Analysis

Cells were lysed in PBS buffer containing 1% Triton X-100, 0.1%question is crucial because PGC-1 is expressed (though
deoxycholate, 1 mM PMSF, and protease inhibitors. Fifty micro-not cold-inducible) in certain tissues not ordinarily asso-
grams of these total protein extracts from each sample was submit-ciated with adaptive thermogenesis, such as brain and
ted to SDS–PAGE and transferred to PVDF membrane (Millipore).

heart (Puigserver et al., 1998). Indeed, it is difficult to Western blot analysis was performed using an ECL Western blot
imagine circumstances whereby the uncoupling of oxi- kit (Amersham) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The

antibody against CytC was purchased from PharMingen and used atdative phosphorylation in the heart would not be highly
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a 1:200 dilution. The COX IV antibody was obtained from Molecular Association. U. A. is supported by a postdoctoral fellowship from
the Swedish Institute and the Blanceflor Foundation.Probes and used at a concentration of 10 ng/ml. The myogenin

antibody was used at a 1:25 dilution.
Received March 19, 1999; revised June 3, 1999.
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